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Participating Libraries
• 37 of ASERL’s 38 members are FDLP libraries; 12 Regional Depositories in 10 states.
• 43 libraries serve as Centers of Excellence (COE) as part of this program; 32 are Selective Depositories, and 10 COE libraries (23%) are located in the Southeast but are not members of ASERL.
• The Louisiana State University, Paul M. Hebert Law Center is our newest COE, joining the program in August 2019, for the Federal Register.

ASERL Disposition Database
The University of Florida developed and hosts the ASERL Disposition Database to facilitate the disposition of federal documents within the Southeast as a means of supporting the Guidelines for Managing FDLP Collections in the Southeast Region. There are 299 depository libraries in the geographic area served by this program, of which 226 are using the Disposition Database to manage their disposition process.

In this fiscal year, 215,031 documents have been posted to the ASERL Disposition Database for “adoption” by other FDLP libraries, of which 6,376 documents were claimed. Of those claimed, 2,870 documents were claimed for use in Center of Excellence collections; the others were claimed for non-COE parts of local FDLP collections.

Since the database was launched in 2012, 2,051,643 documents have been posted for disposal, with 93,624 documents claimed by another library and added to their collections. Of these, 46,100 have been claimed for COE collections.

Center of Excellence Collections
• COE libraries have adopted six Cabinet-level agencies, 1 format collection (maps), 3 subject collections (Panama Canal, Cuba and the City of Atlanta) and 231 SuDoc classifications. 16 agencies have been adopted by a second COE.
• 7 COE libraries have signed agreements with GPO to become Preservation Steward Libraries for their COE collections, supporting the continued public access to historic U.S. Government documents: The University of Florida, the University of Kentucky and the University of South Carolina, the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, the University of Virginia, East Carolina University and the Louisiana State University, Paul M. Hebert Law Center.
Governance
The ASERL Collaborative Federal Depository Program is governed through a two-tiered structure to foster the growth of the program and provide support and management for long-term, efficient and effective operations.

- The FDLP Deans Committee members are Cecelia Botero (OleMiss), Martin Halbert (UNC-G) and Judy Russell (U-Florida).
- The CFDP Steering Committee members are Mary Clark (Library of VA), Abigail Desoto (LaTech), David Durant (ECU), Sarah Erekson (U-FL), Amy Laub-Carroll (U-KY), Judy Russell (U-FL), Bill Sudduth (USC), and Renee Bosman (UNC-CH), who serves as Chair of the committee.

Outreach and Communication
- Depository Coordinators from the ASERL region attended a lunch meeting at the Depository Library Council (DLC) Meeting in Washington, DC on October 22, 2019. 23 people attended. Eight programs on the DLC meeting agenda were presented by Depository Coordinators from the ASERL region.
- A demonstration of the ASERL Governments Documents Disposition Database was presented on November 20, 2019. The program is available on the ASERL website at: http://www.aserl.org/archive/